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PREFACE 

by the Revd Geoffrey Clarke 
Moderator of the East Midlands Synod of the United Reformed Church 

 

Advent 2020 

… this year will be different 
 

I discovered Thom Shuman’s reflections and prayers a few years back.  He was 

among the contributors to an Iona Community publication, Candles & Conifers:  

Resources for All Saints’ and Advent.   His words, phrasing and imagery shone a new 

light on the story and season.  One year his reflection, Maybe,  became the Collect 

Prayer I used in our Sunday worship each of the four Sundays of Advent as it 

captured the potential of this season.  It became such a treasure of a prayer that I 

used it for the next Advent too!   As we mark Advent in a setting dominated by the 

pandemic and accompanying restrictions, this year will be different. 

 

Maybe it is in the waiting for God, 

not the wandering from store to store, 

that we find our way. 

 

Maybe it is in the friendship of God, 

not in the frenzy of the crowds, 

that we are led to the manger. 

 

Maybe it is in the steadfast love of God, 

and not in the pile of stuff under the tree, 

that we find what we have been searching for all our lives. 

 

Maybe, just maybe, God of Advent, 

this year will be different. 

 

Maybe, just maybe, 

we will let you lead us to Bethlehem. 

Thom M Shuman 

 

Having read one set of his prayers I was glad to find other books containing further 

works – for other seasons – and then, purely by accident, I noted a friend was citing 
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Thom’s work on his Facebook page and had Thom as a “friend”.  I took the 

presumptuous step of requesting that Thom bestow “friend” status and was 

delighted that my request was accepted rapidly.  Thereafter I enjoyed discovering 

Thom’s prolific work – often a new work posted each day on his page, together with 

the beautiful liturgies on his website, http://lectionaryliturgies.blogspot.com/.   

When my wife became our church magazine editor she often turned to Thom’s 

writing but assumed copyright would prevent her including it.  I contacted Thom 

and was delighted with the generosity of his response: “I’m happy for you to use it”. 

 

At the beginning of the first lockdown I made a personal pledge to live-stream 

Evening Prayer each night (little knowing at the time it would become a feature of 

Synod’s common life for months to follow).  I often used Thom’s reflections and was 

delighted when one evening he logged on and joined us from his home in Ohio.  

(Ironically, that night was one of the first for days that I hadn’t included one of his 

prayers!)   Not only was Thom generous with his copyright, he was gracious in 

worshipping alongside us.  In a time of isolation it was so encouraging to have that 

sense of belonging to a Church spanning the oceans.   In due course Anke-Thea, one 

of my own friends from The Netherlands, discovered Thom’s writing when she 

joined our online congregation and found such inspiration and strength in them 

that she translated some of them into Dutch to read at the bedside of a friend in her 

final days in a hospice.    

 

Thom is regarded by a number of us as a friend of our East Midlands Synod.  He is 

now one of our Evening Prayer leaders and also presided at our Autumn Ministers’ 

Retreat closing Communion (using one of his own liturgies).  He has kindly agreed 

to our request to use his Alphabet for Advent and introduces it.  He will be among 

a team of 26 readers who will video-record the daily reflections for us to stream via 

our Synod YouTube channel. 

 

I am delighted to commend this alphabet with the hope and prayer that 

Maybe, just maybe, God of Advent, 

this year will be different. 

 

Maybe, just maybe, 

we will let you lead us to Bethlehem. 

http://lectionaryliturgies.blogspot.com/
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INTRODUCTION 
by the Revd Thom M. Shuman 

 
Advent 2020 

 
Some years ago, I began writing daily devotions for each Advent.  Initially compiled 

in booklets, as I became more comfortable, I began using email and social media 

(which is how folk in other parts of the world discovered and started using them). 

 

Though daily Bible readings were used for the devotions/poems, two years ago I 

wanted to come up with a fresh approach.  Reflecting on the calendar, I realized 

there were 28 days in Advent, which would allow reflections based on each letter of 

the alphabet, plus a piece for Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.  The result was a 

self-published book, A is for Adventure, Z is for Zoo: An Alphabet for Advent 

(ISBN: 9781793203571), also available on Kindle.  

  

I am humbled, and honoured, by the folks in the East Midlands Synod wishing to 

share it within their congregations.  This pandemic has brought gifts of prayers, 

devotions, worship, and music from pastors, churches, musicians from all over the 

world.  For me, I have been blessed by the Evening Prayers provided by Geoffrey 

Clarke, the moderator, and others who have participated.  It has been a special joy 

for me to be able to fill in for Geoffrey when he took well-deserved time off. 

 

I hope these reflections will speak to you in these moments.   

 

Blessings on all of you, 

 

Thom M. Shuman, D. Min. 
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In November 2018, the space probe Insight landed safely on 

Mars. And one of the early pictures it sent back was of a 

Martian sunset. Something that no human being had ever seen 

before was suddenly available to millions. And why? Because 

of the adventurous spirit of humanity. The little kids who 

camped out in their backyards and dreamed of reaching other 

planets, and who became the folks who had the imagination to 

envision just such a project; the engineers and technicians who designed and then 

built Insight; the coders who gave Insight the intelligence and imagination it would 

need for its journey and work; the folks who were alert to every possible problem 

and came up with multiple solutions to handle them; the millions who watched its 

approach and landing with high hopes and held breaths. 

 

Some folks think that Advent is about anticipation, of being able to read the signs in 

the heavens; to discern God’s approach in wildfires, tsunamis, hurricanes; 

understanding that battles in scattered corners of the world are preludes to 

Armageddon. But maybe, anticipating Advent is looking for God’s signs of “you can 

help here” and “now is the time to build bridges with your neighbour.” 

 

Some folks think Advent is about being awake, making sure that one has enough 

power to keep the lights on during the night while waiting for Jesus to come again; 

of making sure our homes, our borders are secure against those who come like 

thieves in the night. But maybe, we need to be awake to notice the little kids 

shivering at the bus stop, the neighbour who tends to wander from his home, the 

friend who no longer mentions their partner. 

 

Some folks think Advent is about being alert, of keeping a close eye on what is 

going on in the media, of listening carefully to the loudest voices and angriest 

words, of seeing God in the threats and actions of bullying politicians. But maybe, 

we need to be alert to those who are living in the shadows, forgotten and afraid. 

Maybe we need to listen to the words of hope spoken by those ignored by our 

culture. Maybe we need to see God in the kid who defends little ones from bullies.  

 

And when we do these things, we might just discover that Advent is an adventure. 

Taking a different path from the one the experts recommend. Singing songs that 

others say are too strange, or in a minor key. Learning from those who seem to 

have no education, no background, no life. To think, to feel, to live, to dare 

differently. Looking at the night sky and seeing a distant world to explore, not 

dangers about to fall upon us. 

 

A is for Adventure. 
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I am not sure why, but “O Little Town of Bethlehem” is 

probably my favourite Christmas hymn. It could be the 

melody, it could be the poetry of Philip Brooks, it could simply 

because of the crush a 9-year-old kid had on the soloist who 

sang it in church one Christmas. But it is special to me. And it 

must be popular with countless others, because there is a 

mystique about Bethlehem among believers. Part of it is this 

hymn. But it is also the picture we have in our mind of Bethlehem, that picture 

imprinted on our brains by the drawings of Bethlehem on Christmas cards – a 

gentle, snow-covered village with a (church!) in the background, a church that 

seems to resemble those country churches seen in shows and movies set in 

England. This magical Bethlehem attracts us, calls to us with its beauty, its peace, its 

sense of the eternal. 

 

But the Bethlehem where Jesus was born was probably not that very beautiful at 

the time, more like a dusty, backwater village. And it probably wasn’t very timeless, 

but seemingly caught in an endless cycle of poverty and despair. Seeing that it was 

controlled by the occupation army of Imperial Rome, and under the thumb of 

Herod, a king simply because he was willing to collaborate with the invaders, it 

probably wasn’t very peaceful. When Mary and Joseph arrived there, it was even 

more crowded, more dirty, more tightly controlled because of the census (more 

likely a tax scheme) imposed by the Emperor Tiberius. No, I don’t think we would 

want to see the Bethlehem of those days, the true Bethlehem, on any of the cards 

coming to us in this season.  

 

Yet, there in Bethlehem, in the midst of this overwhelming noise, into the crushing 

crowds, into the unmatched power of Rome, God became one of us. One of us, like 

the couple travelling with a caravan of others just like them. One of us, like the 

working-class couple trying to make ends meet. One of us, like the family who 

found every door slammed in their faces, and have to sleep rough in the in 

whatever shelter they can find. One of us, in that baby rich in grace, born into 

poverty; the hope of the world surrounded by the despair of family, neighbours, 

and families; an outsider welcomed by those who were considered to be those no 

decent person would want to invite into their home. One of us, in that Bethlehem 

which was not lying ‘very still.’  

 

The sad truth is that the Bethlehem of today is much the same as it was back then. 

Those who have never been, and those who have gone but seen only the sanitised, 
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tourist-approved Bethlehem, cannot begin to understand that this town is still 

controlled by an occupying force that has built a 24-foot high, concrete Separation 

Wall through its streets. We do not realise that the ‘. . . fears of all the 

years’ (centuries, now) still wander through the lives and homes of folks who live 

there, some in three refugee settlements that date back 70 years. We are not aware 

of, or simply choose to ignore the lives which Palestinian Christians, their Muslim 

neighbours, and Jewish Israeli peacemakers are forced to endure.  

 

But it is not just there, but all the Bethlehems around us. The communities 

controlled by poverty’s unmatched power. The people governed by those who 

collaborate with the powerful and wealthy. The places where the fearful long to 

build walls, not welcome stations. The communities of faith where the progressives 

imply that conservatives are not welcome, and the evangelicals who treat liberals 

with disdain. The streets that remain iced over for days, because they are not in the 

neighbourhoods where the movers and shakers live. The homes where families 

pray every night that gunfire will not break their windows, and their children will 

survive another day.  

 

And in all these places, God is one of us. One of us, walking the streets to make sure 

neighbours are safe, have enough food, or receive assistance with rent or heat. One 

of us, standing at the bus stops on cold mornings or helping kids get across the 

street safely to school. One of us, pestering, nudging, urging those in power to pay 

more attention to the vulnerable than to their benefactors. One of us, opening 

church doors to those who need a listening ear, help in learning new ways, 

assistance on how to cut through red tape. One of us, in and through us, so we 

might discover God who is in all those around us. 

 

B is for Bethlehem. 
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Where I live, once again there is a push to do something about 

the poverty in the county. Which is a good thing, for the 

poverty rate is just under 16% and 25% of all children live in 

poverty. That’s one in four, if you’re counting, who live in 

crushing, dehumanising, demoralising poverty. We do need, 

we must, do something to care for these most vulnerable folks 

in our midst. No one should have to live in such conditions, in 

such circumstances. Especially children. 

 

And in typical fashion, the way to ‘do something’ means forming a group, a task 

force, a commission, a committee with some sort of well-intentioned name, with a 

mandate to come up with solutions. And in typical fashion there are representatives 

from corporations, service groups, organizations that provide direct or indirect 

services, government entities, and so on. There are CEOs, directors, upper 

management figures, people with fancy titles in their job descriptions like president 

or executive director. According to a report, on the steering committee, there are 36 

such people on it, and one “community member.” 

 

I am not knocking any of these folks, or impugning their motives, but I have served 

on such groups, and been around such commissions, task forces, working groups, 

whatever you want to call them. And the sad reality is that some, if not many, are 

serving because it’s ‘their turn’ to serve on such a group; they get paid to go to such 

meetings; it is simply past of their job description. They will work hard, they will 

produce a fine product, several hundreds of thousands of dollars will be spent on a 

firm to develop and write a “plan” (and it always seems to be a firm that is not 

local), and a press conference will be held and . . . in a few years, another group will 

be formed, another title created, another budget proposed, and the cycle begins 

again. 

 

Maybe the problem is that we seem only to be able to try to address difficult issues 

by choosing to take the same approach that has been tried before, often many 

times, hoping that this is the moment when something happens. This is the time 

when the right people, the right “leaders,” the right visionaries come together and 

create - something. But as long as we think that only leaders, only those with 

power, only those with clout, only those with wealth can come up with the solution, 

we will never find the answers that are needed. As long as the choice is 

intentionally made to leave the people who live in poverty, the people who make 

minimum wage or less, the people who hear their hungry children crying 
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themselves to sleep, the people who have been broken by the circumstances in 

which they find themselves yet are willing to do whatever they can to change those 

circumstances, nothing is going to take place that will have any impact. Until we 

make the intentional choice to create committees where at least half the members 

actually know about poverty, make the intentional choice to listen to the day 

worker as much as we do to corporate leaders, make the intentional choice to let 

the poor take the lead in developing and writing a plan of action, to make the 

intentional choice to set aside power and embrace the weak, nothing will really 

take place.  

 

Isn’t this what God did so long ago? God had spent so many words for so many 

centuries – yes, words of judgment, but spoken in a way to bring people back, not 

destroy them. God had sent so many people, those we call prophets who, with 

songs and words and symbolic actions, sought to remind people of God’s love for 

them, of God’s hopes for us. So many people, so many words, so many plans, over 

and over and over. 

 

Until God chose a different way. A way to break out of the cycle of doing the same 

approach, which never seemed to work. God chose to become one of us. To walk 

around in our skin. To know our pain and suffering, to know our brokenness and 

poverty, to know our hunger (spiritual and physical), to meet and talk with and 

know God’s people face-to-face. God chose to let go of power, so that weakness 

might find strength; God chose to let go of riches, so the poor might be given a 

voice; God chose to let go of glory, so hope might show us the way. God chose to let 

go of what didn’t work, in order to find the way that could. 

 

C is for Choice. 
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We were sitting in the room that day, ready to hear a sermon 

from one of our classmates. We had already heard one, and a 

quick glance around the room revealed some droopy eyelids, 

slumped postures, a few already doodling in their notebooks. 

The focus this week was preaching for the Advent/Christmas 

season, so I wondered what three points the person would 

make, and what poem she would use to finish off the sermon. 

But she took to heart the fact that the course was on how to use imagination in 

preaching, and towards the very beginning reminded us that if we wanted to 

understand what the birth of Jesus really means, we should take the manger found 

in most sanctuaries, break it up, and use the pieces to fashion a cross. Let me tell 

you, that opened eyes, brought people straight up in their seats, and stopped all the 

doodlers. Wow! What a remark, what an audacious, totally expected line.  

 

Totally unexpected, because we do not like to talk about death at any time, even 

clergy (and especially students in seminary). Totally unexpected, because we don’t 

associate death with this holiest of seasons, but rather joy, wonder, hope, life, birth. 

Totally unexpected, because it was the truth that lies behind the reason God chose 

to become one of us. 

 

In becoming fully human, God was willing to experience all that we live. The 

scraped knees, the childhood illnesses, the noises in the dark which keep us awake. 

God was willing to know the uncertainty and questions of adolescence, and the 

doubts and fears who are faithful companions as we mature into adulthood. God 

was willing to experience puppy love and the anguish of a broken heart; God was 

willing to know the grace of soul mates and the despair of your best friend turning 

their back on you. And God was willing to experience death. 

 

Now, I am not talking about the various theories of atonement, which I know all too 

well. I am not talking about the recent theological discussions about the crucifixion 

being an act of cosmic child abuse. I am just thinking (uncomfortably), as our 

classmate challenged us to do on that day, of the fact that death is a part of the 

Christmas story. It is what Simeon reminds Mary and Joseph of in the Temple. 

Death is the shadow behind the bright star shining over the manger. Death is the 

one constant every day of Jesus’ life. Just as it is in ours.  

 

As I grow older, I find myself taking great comfort in the fact that Jesus died. Not in 

any sacrificial blood, he-came-to-save-our-bacon, he-had-to-die-for-our-sins 
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comfort, but simply in the realisation that by dying, Jesus affirmed what took place 

in that moment of birth. God-with-us, Emmanuel, is with us all the way. In the joy of 

birth, through the terrible twos, enduring adolescence, struggling to be adult, 

learning a new life in maturity. God is with us all the way, even into and through the 

uncertainty and fears of death. 

 

If the birth we celebrate is God’s gift of love, perhaps the death is Jesus’ great gift of 

love for his friends, for his enemies, for us. Reminding us, as the psalmist does, that 

when we come to the end, God is with us. 

 

D is for Death. 
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In my lifetime, it seems that about every 4.77 years someone, 

somewhere, announces a date when the world is going to 

come to an end, all hell will break loose, and Jesus will appear 

in a cloud of glory. Alleluia! Amen!  

 

Except it doesn’t. Didn’t happen when we were living through 

Mutually Assured Destruction, when (fill in the name) was 

elected, when the Soviet Union fell, when Y2K came around. It didn’t happen when 

this war or that conflict erupted; when that wildfire or hurricane swept through; 

when that comet or eclipse appeared. Whenever it was scheduled, whatever the 

precipitating event would be, the end times haven’t shown up.  

 

Yet, we persist with our fascination with the end times. Advent always begins with 

one of the gospel readings where Jesus speaks warnings of war, and plagues, and 

earthquakes, and many just get sucked into the cycle of worrying and wondering 

and hoping. Even though Jesus reminds folks that not even he knows the timing of 

the end of time, out of what was once just a mom-and-pop operation run out of the 

cottage of Mr. And Mrs. Crackpot, a massive empire has blossomed with books, 

movies, TV shows, lectures, seminars, and the invariable “the world will end on . . . “  

 

In the process, we have once again, as we seem to do with just about everything 

Jesus says, missed the point completely. We have taken some words about how 

people of faith are to cope with struggles and hard times, and turned them into 

prophecies about who is in and who is out. We have taken Jesus’ observations of the 

human inclination to listen to those who spout hate, fear, and anger, and turn away 

from those who model civility, humility, grace, and hope. We have taken words 

from the Old Book which speak of the fulfilment of all of God’s promises and 

transformed them into a ‘theology’ that judges anyone we don’t like, who disagree 

with us, whose faith is just a little bit different, who lead different lifestyles. And 

worst of all, most shameful of all, is we have turned God into a bully. We have 

turned God into the personification of all our fears, all our angers, all our hate, all 

our outrage. We have taken the good news and turned it into a dystopian novel.  

 

But here is what scripture, all of scripture, tells us about God. God is not one who 

hurls fire down from the sky; God is the firefighter who runs into the flames to 

rescue strangers. God is not some dictator who orders us around; God is the teacher 

who stays after school, working with kids who struggle with learning. God is not an 

angry, uncaring parent; God is the mother who works two jobs to provide for her 
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kids. God does not use nature as a weapon of revenge, God is the one who will 

redeem and restore creation, hopefully with our help. God is not a bully; God is our 

lover, our protector, our hope. God is not a destroyer, but the builder of new 

heavens, new earth, a new Jerusalem where the gates are never closed and all are 

welcome.  

 

And that’s an end of time worth waiting for. 

 

E is for End Times. 
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Once upon a time we call sacred, in a land we call holy, a 

wise and caring ruler longed to know his subjects better. So, 

he asked them to go to the towns where they were born, to 

fill in a questionnaire, so all their personal information could 

be stored securely for all time. A young couple who were 

expecting their first child, and who were admired by all their 

neighbours and friends, made the short and safe journey 

back to his home town. 

 

When they got there, the place was packed and every home was full. At the last 

chain motel they tried, the desk clerk told them that there was an unused garage at 

the back of the lot. It was brand new, well-insulated, and the stone floor was so 

spotless that they could eat off it if they wanted. There were a couple of rollaway 

beds stored there, as well as a baby crib still in its shrink wrap. The only companion 

would be a gentle cat who had taken up residence in the garage. 

 

That night, the young woman’s water broke, and suddenly they began to panic. 

Fortunately, a midwife and her family were just checking into their room and, 

hearing the young woman’s pain and the man’s frantic worries, came over, calmed 

everyone down, helped with the delivery, and wrapped the baby in a cashmere 

duvet, and stayed the rest of the night with them. The next morning, some 3rd shift 

car mechanics, having heard some little children chittering in the lobby about the 

birth, stopped by to say hello. Though feeling a little uncomfortable, dressed in their 

work clothes and with grease under their nails, they were struck by how quiet the 

baby was and, before they left, offered the dad a free tune-up on the SUV before 

they headed home. Then, the mechanics ate breakfast at the nearby diner. After 

hearing them talking to the waitress, three grandmothers in one of the booths went 

to the store and brought the new family nappies, some onesies, and a gift certificate 

for free meals delivered to their home for a month. 

 

And they all lived happily ever after. 

 

At least they did, in the story of the birth of Jesus, which seems to take on more and 

more of a fairytale quality to it each year. But it wasn’t and isn’t. 

 

It’s the story of a time in which power was brutal and oppressive and uncaring. 

Which makes it a story of our times. It’s the story of injustice run rampant, and 

most people not caring. Which makes it a story about us. It’s the story of young 
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people whose lifestyle was condemned and mocked. Which is the story of many 

around us.  

 

It’s the story of indifference, of uncaring, of being rejected. Which makes it a story 

of those of us who are the receivers, as well as the givers, in such moments.  

 

It is the story of those who do all the menial jobs and talk about the hope, the love, 

the wonder they see all around them, and of the folks who look down upon such 

work, ignoring their witness. Which makes it a story of us.  

 

It’s a story of wandering and wondering, of fear and faith, of songs and sadness, of 

hope and hurt, of being all too human and choosing to be inhumane. Which makes 

it a story lived over and over and over in every place, every time, every generation. 

 

F is for Fairy Tale, which this is not. 
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Oh, I wanted that violin so bad! 

 

When I was in third grade, the school decided to introduce us 

to musical instruments. There were lots of horns, some 

cymbals, drums, a few things called woodwinds, and one, just 

one, violin. And, of course, this special instrument went to the 

most popular kid in the class. So I decided right then and there 

that, when Christmas came around, that would be on my wish list. And to make it 

easy on my folks, that would be the only thing I would write down. I knew, in my 

heart of hearts, that my mother loved me so much, and heard me talk about it so 

much, that she would make it happen. 

 

On Christmas morning, we rushed to the tree and began handing out the presents. 

Not surprisingly, I received the usual allotment of socks, some underwear, a book, a 

candy cane, an orange. Then, my brother reached behind the tree and pulled out a 

box that had a big bow on it, and my name! I knew it, here it was . . . and after 

ripping off the bow, and the wrapping paper, the tape around the edges of the box, 

and the tissue paper, I held it in my hands. A clarinet. A shiny, black clarinet, with 

shiny silver keys (everything made of plastic, of course). I was crushed. I tried to 

put on a good face, and pretended that my tears were those of joy, but I was nine 

years old, and this was perhaps my first experience with having hopes crushed, 

with disappointment shattering dreams. 

 

I could have received a violin that Christmas, and at some point (probably very 

quickly, since I have no real musical talent) set it aside to gather dust, or get broken, 

or put in a bag for a thrift store. But I received something better. I began to develop 

a newer, a different relationship with my mother. Oh, she had always been loving, 

supportive, encouraging, and had given me the gift that has lasted a lifetime – the 

joy of reading. But now, she began to share with me some of the realities of the life 

we lived, one of limited financial resources. She began to see me, to treat me, to 

speak to me in a different way. She began to help me to understand that there are 

other gifts besides those in boxes with fancy paper and ribbons. 

 

She might not have been able to provide us with the sort of gifts our friends got for 

their birthdays, and on their Christmases, but she always made sure that we had 

good, quality food to eat, clean clothes, and a roof over our heads, and in the 

process teaching something about putting the needs of those one loves about 

personal desires and dreams. She didn’t have a car to drive us to the store, or 
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school, or to church, and so we walked everywhere. And when we walked, she 

modelled greeting neighbours, friends, and strangers with a smile, a kind word, a 

conversation, a listening ear. And in the process, she was teaching something about 

what it means to another person to be recognised, welcomed, affirmed. At one 

point, she ended up having to go to work, so we could survive as a family and while 

the work was long, hard, and wearying, she always had the time to help us with our 

school work, to listen to our problems, to teach us those skills like cooking and 

cleaning and ironing and laundry which helped us to care for ourselves. And in the 

process, she taught about the grace it takes for a person to simply do the best they 

can, to care the best they can, to love the best they can, and to be comfortable with 

the person they were. 

 

In a different family, in a different life, in a different time, I could have received that 

violin on Christmas, simply because that’s what I wanted. And then the next year, it 

would have been something else I wanted, and the next year something else, and so 

on, until I had a lifetime of getting everything I ever wanted and ending up with a 

lifetime of emptiness. But that Christmas, I began to receive different gifts – grace, 

kindness, understanding; a listening ear, an eye to see those around me; a way of 

viewing the world which was not based on greed or accumulation or selfishness. 

And not just on Christmas, but on just about every day, I received gifts that cost my 

mother nothing but her time, her heart, her soul, her love, which may be the most 

precious gifts I have ever received from her, from anyone, from everyone. 

 

And the most precious gifts we can share with others. 

 

G is for Gifts. 
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I am not sure exactly when it happened (though I have some 

guesses), but at some point, hope was kidnapped from 

people of faith. What was once a core belief seemingly 

disappeared overnight, to be replaced by some rather vague 

assurance that ‘everything will be okay’ at some point, some 

place, maybe. Rather than continuing to be a foundation for 

faith, hope has become just a candle that is lit once a year, 

and then boxed away until next Advent. 

 

Perhaps that is why hope is so hard for preachers to talk about. Maybe that is why 

hope no longer is central in songs and hymns. When hope has become a political 

yard sign, a snappy campaign jingle, a prescription drug hawked by the paid actors 

in media, why is it surprising that so many have trouble believing in, seeing, 

clinging to, hearing, trusting in hope.  

 

Yet, hope is all around us, if we just pay a little closer attention. 

      Hope is the kitten creeping across the kitchen floor, convinced that this is the 

day he can leap halfway up the wall to capture that shadow tantalising him again. 

      Hope is the dog, biding her time in the wildfire-scarred town, waiting for her 

family to come back to her. 

      Hope is the cry of a hungry child in a camp of families uprooted by hate and 

violence that becomes a movement for peace and justice. 

      Hope is the lonely widower who watches the show on television, not ever 

noticing what is going on or being said, as he talks to the empty chair next to him, 

all the while believing that she can hear him, though he just visited her grave that 

morning, as he does every morning. 

      Hope is the candle, lighted on a Sunday morning but never extinguished, in a 

transgender teenager who is surrounded by the love and grace of friends 

throughout the week. 

      Hope is the gentle touch of a nurse, as he guides an IV into the arm of the scared 

child. 

      Hope is the whispered wisdom of the grandparents we have to draw closer to in 

order to listen to their words, and hear their hearts. 

      Hope is the promise of love, the gift of grace, the healing of forgiveness, the taste 

of wonder which come to us when we least expect. 

 

H is for Hope. 
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Of course, it is . . . what else could it be? After all, he is the 

quintessential personification of one who puts money over 

offering compassion, slamming the door in the face of the 

Holy Family in their most dire hour. The innkeeper is Snidely 

Whiplash, Cruella de Vil, Boris Badenov all rolled into one 

person. He is so rotten to the core that, decades ago, I heard a 

fundamentalist preacher claim that this is the first 

appearance of the Evil One in Luke’s gospel (!). No wonder the innkeeper doesn’t 

appear on too many Christmas cards, and I have never come across a nativity that 

includes the innkeeper as part of the “cast.” Even the cow and sheep get a better 

billing. 

 

And yet, isn’t the innkeeper us? 

 

During this season, most pastors know what it is like to be the innkeeper. The 

phone calls from folks who sound as if they are running down a list of churches, 

hoping to find one that will respond to people. The folks that you can see pulling 

out of the car park of the church across the street into yours, and then knocking on 

the door. The people who need just a bit more cash to pay up the instalments on the 

toys, the family that needs petrol and hotel money to get home for Christmas, the 

guy who has been out of work and needs a room for the week while searching for a 

new job. There are so many requests, such a demand on limited resources 

(especially in smaller churches) that it is hard to decide who has true need, who 

should be helped, who should be turned away. A lot of Decembers I have felt like I 

should have a scarlet “I” embroidered on my shirt, as I reluctantly say no to folks, 

gently shutting the door, as my heart cracks just a little more from the frustration 

of not knowing if I made the right choice. 

 

But it is not just pastors and other religious types who struggle with such decisions. 

It is each of us, it is all of us. It is the mailers we get each day in the mail from 

animal shelters, social services, other churches, local schools, media outlets – all 

seeking donations to provide toys, serve meals, care for the vulnerable – all 

legitimate needs, all caring organisations. Who do we help; how do we choose? It is 

the neighbours and co-workers who pass an envelope to help Joe down the street 

whose care has broken down; it is the collection to enable Missy to get home to see 

her parents after a dozen years away. It is the red buckets outside stores, the 

plastic collecting  boxes at the end of checkout queues. It is the cans with labels 

seeking donations for this charity, that child, the refugees, the homeless, the 
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veterans. How do we decide; who do we help; to whom must we say no; who gets 

the door of our hearts shut in their faces? 

 

Maybe we should read the story again this year and give the innkeeper more of a 

break. Maybe we should stop shaming him and his family for their cold, callous 

attitude. Maybe we should stop giving that role in the church pageant to the least 

popular kid, or the resident curmudgeon. Maybe we could fashion some sort of 

figurine to represent this all-too-human person, and give him a place in the nativity 

set, along with all the others God came for, in Jesus. Maybe we could stop making 

the innkeeper a stock figure in the story and the butt of jokes in Christmas Eve 

sermons.  

 

Because if I is for Innkeeper, than I is for me, for you, for all of us. 
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In many churches, the third Sunday of Advent is observed as 

Gaudete Sunday, when the rose/pink candle in the Advent 

wreath is lighted as the candle representing Joy. In one of the 

three year cycle of readings, this theme is almost 

overwhelming. 

 

The prophet of the day is Zephaniah, who most parishioners 

have never heard of, and most ministers have to research every time the passage 

comes up. Considered to be stuck in the minor leagues, Zephaniah spends most of 

his short book ripping God’s people to shreds. The leaders and priests are 

spineless, the people are gutless, the covenant with God is faithfully and religiously 

ignored. And then, suddenly, right at the end, Z tells us to get up on the rooftops, to 

shout and sing full throttle. You’ve been set free, he declares; the sentence of 

punishment has been removed; God is going to gather you up in arms of grace and 

welcome you home. Rejoice! 

 

Then comes a reading from another prophet, one of the all-stars, Isaiah. He’s been 

taking the people to task as well. The people of God are corrupt, arrogant, wicked. 

They were placed in a beautiful garden of peace and wonder, and are going to be 

evicted. They have been given every chance, and gambled them all away. And then, 

in chapter 12, comes a beautiful song of wonder and grace. It’s as plain as the heart 

in your chest, Isaiah says. God is our hope, our life, our future, our redemption. 

Despite every warning he has given, the prophet says: don’t be afraid, trust in God’s 

hope, in God’s promises, in God’s love! Rejoice! 

 

Rejoice, Paul writes to his dear friends in Philippi, rejoice (which is where the 

church gets ‘gaudete’)! Sitting in a prison cell, surrounded by Roman guards, 

expecting his next journey to be one to his execution, Paul reminds the folks, and 

us, that in every circumstance, in whatever setting, in every moment, God is near – 

God’s hope, God’s grace, God’s love, and (especially) God’s peace, which like those 

loving arms Zephaniah envisioned, surround us and comfort us. Rejoice! 

 

Rejoice, Zephaniah says; rejoice, echoes Isaiah; rejoice, Paul writes from prison. 

Rejoice! 

 

Then along comes the ultimate party crasher, John the Baptist. Instead of “rejoice” 

we hear: “you snakes! What makes you think you’re going to get off easy; boy, 

you’re dumb as rocks!” And it seems like the punchbowl and cake have been 
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dumped on the floor, and the candle in the wreath snuffed out. Maybe it was a 

desert fever, maybe it was that locust diet, but John bursts into joy’s party, and 

begins shouting about damnation, hellfire, and what awaits all of us knuckleheads. 

That’ll preach, won’t it, on the Sunday of Joy! 

 

Not really. But then John is not really concerned about hellfire and damnation, he’s 

concerned about the One who is coming. Coming, not to proclaim that the kingdom 

of hell is at hand, but that God’s reign is approaching. The One who says if we will 

just lay aside our fears, our worries, our anger, our faithlessness, we can find 

another life. The One who calls us to see that it is the choices we make that may 

make life hellish for us. Do we have too many winter coats in the closet? Give some 

away (or keep holding on to them out of selfishness). Do we have non-perishables 

just languishing in the pantry? Feed others with them (or end up tossing them in 

the bin). Are there neighbours we could care for, or should we just hunker down in 

our homes? Maybe hell is not so much that nether region of eternal flames, but that 

loneliness we take on as we choose to keep walking to the bitter end, without God, 

the One who longs to gather us up and take us another way.  

 

Perhaps that’s the ultimate reason to rejoice! 

 

J is for John the Baptist. 
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The first Christmas Teddy was part of our family, we wanted 

to make it special for him, as well as for us. He had just 

turned two a few months earlier, and was pretty active. I 

remember coming home after the 11:00pm Christmas Eve 

Candlelight Communion Service to spend the next few hours 

putting together a tricycle and a red wagon to be his big 

presents. You can probably imagine the scene – the lights on 

the tree gently glowing, Christmas carols playing softly in the background, while I 

sing or hum along as the process goes smoothly. Of course, that is only in one’s 

imagination. The reality was much harsher and filled with words the angelic chorus 

would never utter. But the joy on Teddy’s face a few hours later made it all 

worthwhile. 

 

This holy season really is for the kids. The ones who still spend time making lists to 

send to the North Pole; the ones who make up silly verses to familiar tunes; the 

ones who suddenly look at the calendar in October and realise they need to clean 

up their act; the ones who hope against all the evidence to the contrary that Santa 

Claus is real; the ones who are ‘too old’ to believe anymore, but still manage to 

sneak into a picture with the Santa at the shopping mall. It’s for the ones who come 

on Christmas Eve with family and show pure delight in their eyes as the old story is 

retold, a delight that seems to have faded in the older folks. 

 

Like many pastors, I often ponder what happens to those kids after Christmas Eve. I 

am not criticising families for not coming back, God knows the pressures on 

families in these days. But how will the kids learn the rest of the story about that 

little baby born so long ago? The baby who probably had the terrible twos. The 

little boy who fell down and skinned his knees. The kid who knew his mother was 

the one to entrust with secrets. The teenager who knew puppy love. The young 

person who wondered about growing up, what he would do, who his friends would 

be. How will our kids learn more about the Christmas Eve babe if we don’t share 

him with them throughout the year? 

 

But this holy season is not just about these kids, it is about all the kids. The kids 

who have no one to tell them the story or bring them to church. The kids who don’t 

have time to clean up their act, because they are too busy trying to survive. The 

kids who will spend Christmas Eve shivering, hungry, scared, alone. Oh, the 

churches and societies look out for these kids in this season. We fill boxes with food 

for families. Television stations, charities, organisations too have campaigns to 
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collect tens of thousands of toys, clothes, coats, hats, etc. for kids who are in the 

community and won’t have much of a Christmas without such caring. 

 

Like many pastors, I often ponder that happens to these kids after Christmas Eve. 

Who cares for them, feeds them, comforts them. I am not criticising churches, 

community groups, others. But how will these kids learn the rest of the story of that 

baby born so long ago? The little child who had to flee with his family, seeking 

asylum in another country. The little boy born into poverty, who had very little all 

his life. The kid who probably was taunted and bullied because he was ‘different.’ 

The young man who was lonely and wondering what others thought of him. The 

one who grew up and discovered loneliness, heartache, rejection. How will these 

kids learn about the Christmas Eve babe if we don’t share him with them 

throughout the year? 

 

K is for Kids. 
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She sits in the growing shadows, huddled in the park. When 

she came home from school that afternoon, she found a 

suitcase full of her clothes, with a scrawled note: ‘you’ve 

brought shame on your family. You are no longer welcome in 

this house.’ Leaving a trail of broken pieces of her heart 

behind her, she has walked to the one spot she always felt 

loved, where she remembers her parents holding hands 

while she played with friends. But, lo, how hopelessness is blooming. 

 

They travelled a journey no one else could imagine, or ever risk taking. Leaving 

behind all that they knew best, the only home they had known, the family that tried 

to care for them and protect them the best they could, they joined a caravan of 

worriers, wounded hearts, bullied teenagers, and frightened families hoping to 

reach that foreign land called asylum, where they would be safe forever. Oh, how 

they long to adore the Child of Bethlehem, but based on the treatment offered by 

those who claimed to love him, how could they? 

 

It’s a town like any other – retail parks, boarded-up homes, struggling businesses, 

crumbling schools, uncaring politicians and burnt out caregivers. They longed for 

hope, they searched for peace, they hungered to be fed with grace and wonder, but 

in this little town of bedlam where bullets, gangs, and fear meet this night, where 

would they find them? 

 

He gets up each morning, trying not to notice the still obvious imprint on the other 

side of the mattress. As he prepares breakfast, he reaches past her favourite tea to 

get his coffee, brushing back the tears as he sees the mug with the chipped handle 

she always used. He goes each day to visit her, telling her what is going on, what he 

hopes to accomplish, what tomorrow might be like, if he’s lucky. But she remains 

silent and thoughtful, resting in that eternity which seems just out of reach for him. 

He goes home and sits across from the empty chair, mindlessly watching the news, 

knowing that while this will be another silent night, it will not be holy. 

 

L is for Lamentations – the carols of all for whom this is a season of pain, loss, and 

hopelessness. 
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M is for Magnificat.  

 

Because churches which follow the lectionary have the 

option (and usually take it) during Advent to read Mary’s 

great song of praise, anticipation, unexpected 

announcements, it tends to become just familiar, 

commonplace, one of those traditions which we put back in 

the closet until next year rolls around and, as it is being read, folks nod their head, 

and you can almost see them say to themselves, “I know that song.” And like any 

song which, when we first learned it was alive, magical, wondrous, the song known 

as the Magnificat loses its primary attribute – amazement.  

 

It’s amazing because it is a great affirmation, a sung sermon, of what we ‘experts’ 

like to call God’s Great Reversal. It reminds the powerful, the wealthy, those with 

influence (that’s most of us, friends) that when God comes, it not all about us. No, it 

is about those we don’t notice, and when we do, we let our glances slide quickly 

past them. It’s about God coming for those who would gladly make a feast out of the 

food we have the waiter remove from our table. It is about those who sit on the 

corners with signs asking for help, but we are too busy checking our social media to 

see them. It’s not about those we portray in statues, but those who clean up the bird 

droppings on those bronze figures. 

 

It’s amazing because this ‘change in policy’ is announced not by the high priest, or a 

king, or even a man. It is taught to us by a woman, in a time and culture when 

women were less than second-class citizens, whose words would be tuned out by 

those her words should be shaking to the foundations of their souls. It is sung by a 

young woman, a very young teenager, who is about to live a life of ridicule, 

ostracisation, whispers-behind-her-back, and judgment hurled in her face. Yet, it is 

also a song that she heard in her place of worship, for it echoes the song of Hannah 

who, like Mary, discovers that part of God’s plan is always about using those least 

expected, those considered lost by the found, those who are belittled by the mighty. 

A song not just of one person’s hopes, one person’s heart, but a song which speaks 

to all those who have no music and no words that anyone would care about. 

 

I remember being in a church one Advent a long, long time ago. It was ‘Magnificat’ 

Sunday, the day when Mary’s song would be read. And, like most of those attending, 

when the time came, I closed my eyes, and mentally began to think of something 

else. But then something happened, unexpected, a reversal. For the voice we heard 
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was of an older woman, a woman in her forties, a woman who began to sing 

Hannah’s words, “My heart exults in the Lord, my strength is exalted in my God . . .” 

And as her voice began to grow stronger and more powerful, we were all we caught 

up in the transformative words which we rarely hear in worship, words of hope, of 

promises kept, of joy found and offered to others, of a God who hears the broken, 

the lonely, the hopeless. And as her words grew silent at the end of Hannah’s song, 

a new voice began to sing: a young girl of 14, her voice at first hesitant, but then 

gaining strength in the song that transformed her heart, her life with words that 

despair does not last, that hurt can be healed, that fear can become trust.  

 

It was simply amazing. Amazing because the words that were old and dated and 

traditional took on new life, new meaning. Because the congregation knew that the 

older woman was about to bear her first child, after decades of trying and hoping, 

of yearning and praying. And the young girl had been living on the streets for the 

last two years of her life, a life of wondering when her next meal might come, 

where she might sleep, who she might trust with her fears and doubts and worries. 

Until she had been taken in, no questions asked, by the older woman with whom 

she shared this moment in worship. Their words, written and spoken first so long 

ago, became fresh, alive, transformative, amazing. 

 

But what is most amazing about the Magnificat is that it is …  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See page 41 
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Where I live, the images of Christmas pretty much have to do 

with winter scenes. There are kids (and a few dogs) sledding 

down hills. Families and neighbours are standing outside 

under brittle, winter night skies, singing carols to 

neighbours as snow gently falls. Gardens are filled with 

people made out of snow, decorated in all sorts of garb. 

Santa Claus is clothed in big boots, warm woollen clothes, 

and big hat to keep his head warm. A typical Christmas card might show a quiet 

village, with the church’s stained glass windows lighted from inside, luminaria 

lining the walk up to the sanctuary doors, and a sleigh pulled by a gentle horse  

gliding slowly past. There is the obligatory scene of the birth of Jesus, where the 

Holy Family is surrounded by a cow, a donkey, doves, squirrels and other assorted 

animals. 

 

But in another part of the world, the scenes are completely different. Instead of 

snow, Frosty is made out of sand. Barbecues, swim wear, sun-tan lotion all signal 

that it is beginning to look a lot like Christmas. Santa is wearing a Hawaiian shirt, 

shorts, flip flops while going from house to house. Palm trees are decorated with 

tinsel, bright lights, and sea shells. A typical Christmas card might show a beach, 

with folks sitting in chairs under shady umbrellas, as elves and reindeer ride 

surfboards out on the ocean. There is perhaps an obligatory scene of the birth of 

Jesus, where the Holy Family is surrounded by a cow, donkey, doves, kangaroos, 

koalas and other assorted animals. 

 

Now, we are pretty sure that there is no evidence that Bethlehem experienced a 

snow storm that first Christmas, or young Jesus ever went sledding, or the visitors 

who visited the Holy Family arrived by sleigh. We know that the Christmas card 

portrayals of how Christmas should be/is celebrated are simply idyllic scenes to 

stir warm memories. Whether it is snow or sand, a blazing log in the family room 

fireplace or a bonfire on a beach, a sleigh ride through a gentle forest or surfing on 

the waves, memories are evoked by such images. 

 

They are reminders of the role nature plays in our lives, our celebrations, our 

special moments. We remember that first sledge we got; we remember being able 

to go swimming on Christmas morning. We remember that magical moment of 

coming out of the Christmas Eve service to discover a snow-covered landscape. We 

remember the warm breezes through the open windows as we lay awake 

wondering if Santa had come. Despite all our grumbling about having to clear snow 
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off the pavements or sweep the sand out of the house, whether we worry if planes 

will be delayed or folks will be caught on icy roads, nature is always in the 

background of our holy season gatherings, celebrations, thoughts. 

 

Which is appropriate. Because behind the bright star in the sky that guided 

travellers to discover the Child, behind the creatures (whichever and however 

many) that were observers of the birth, behind the shepherds who tended animals 

on hillsides, behind the very natural event of a baby being born, is the reality that in 

becoming one of us, God is not just making a promise of a new life, a new way, a 

new hope for those made in the divine image. But the promise of restoration, of 

recreation, of a new life and a new way is made to nature itself. A promise, to us as 

well as to all creation, which will be fulfilled at the dawn of the second Advent. 

 

N is for Nature. 
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Have you ever thought of all the folks who were descended 

from David? The politically minded, the powerful, the ones 

with incredible education, the wealthy, the owners of 

property and palaces – there were so many who could claim 

to be his heir. Every time a baby boy was born into one of 

those families, they must have thought to themselves, ‘could 

he be the One?’  

 

Yet, the father of the baby whose birth we prepare to celebrate was none of these 

folks. He was a fellow who worked from dusk to dawn. His hands were calloused 

and scarred from battles with buckling saw and jagged edges of boards. He may not 

have had much of an education yet could tell with one glance the quality of a piece 

of wood. He wasn’t someone that people would notice, or think worth noticing. 

 

He was an outsider. 

 

When it came to announcing the birth of this baby who would transform time, 

history, the world, who should get the news first? The capital of the ruling power 

was in Rome, where the Emperor, the Senators, the generals, all lived. The ‘king’ of 

the Jews was in a big palace, while the chief priest and his entourage were safe and 

secure in the Temple and its environs. Even the leaders of the village of Bethlehem 

should have been on the list of those to be contacted as early as possible. 

 

Yet, when the news was proclaimed, it didn’t come to any of these folks. It came to a 

group of folks who did the sort of job that everyone knew was critical, but no one in 

their right mind would willingly do. They were the ones who did the hard, stinky 

work, and smelled like it when they were done. They were the refuse collectors, the 

hotel housekeepers, the school janitors, the lawn care folks, the immigrants who sit 

on the corners hoping someone will hire them to work construction for the day.  

 

They were outsiders. 

 

And the baby that was born? The one born into poverty, surrounded by dirt and 

animals and smells. The one whose family was forced to seek asylum in another 

country because of violence. The one who learned what hard work and low pay was 

like from an early age. The one who walked the dusty roads of despair and slept 

under the brittle night stars of rejection. The one who recognised all the other 

outsiders, when everyone else looked right through them. The one who said over 
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and over again that it was the outsiders who knew instinctively where to find that 

new life, that new hope, that new way he brought. 

 

He was the ultimate outsider. 

 

And those today who look for him, not in the tinsel and the lights, but in the 

shadows where hope and fear huddle together for warmth? Those who know 

instinctively that the only way to build community is by including everyone, not 

barring everyone who is different? Those who see the elderly who are forced to 

choose between medical care or food; who see the transgender youth longing to be 

accepted with love and grace; who trust that peace is always a better solution to 

broken relationships than anger and hurt; those who believe that the church has 

lost its soul to success, wealth, buildings, programmes, organisations, but that 

wonder is found in the stories of those who struggle with addiction, that love is 

offered openly by the rejected, and that reconciliation is offered by those we have 

hurt over and over and over again? 

 

They are the outsiders. And that’s okay, because they are in good company. 

 

O is for Outsiders. 
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Those who know me best understand that I am a 

procrastinator. As one who took ten years to get through 

college, I like to say I have a PhD in procrastination. If some 

are known for putting off things until the last minute, I am 

looking at the minutes after that. If I have a firm deadline for 

something, I am always checking it to see how pliable it 

might be. If a paper was due at 11 on Monday morning, I 

started writing at 10:55. My philosophy has always been why put off until 

tomorrow what you can put off until next week. 

 

A lot of folks are procrastinators, whether or not they admit it. How many times 

have you heard someone say, ‘when I get out of debt, then I will be able to buy that 

car.’ Or the person in their fifties who remarks, ‘when I retire, then I will have all 

the time I need to spend with my family.’ I remember the person who, perhaps 

unknowingly, told me that it was when they got healthy that they would start 

exercising and eating properly! We are always putting off something, someone, 

some hope, some wish until that magical moment we call someday. We all 

procrastinate. 

 

Even God procrastinates. At least, that is probably what folks thought generation 

after generation. From the promise God gave to David, to all the words spoken by 

the prophets about the Righteous Branch, the Messiah, the Servant, Immanuel, 

Wonderful Counsellor, people looked and hoped and wondered and cried out to 

God. ‘What are you waiting for?’ cried those who were besieged by armies of 

warriors, as well as those of fear. ‘What is taking you so long?’ those in exile must 

have hurled at God. ‘Is this the one we have been expecting?’ was the unspoken 

hope every time a new king, or general or leader appeared. What was God waiting 

for? 

 

Maybe that’s just how God chooses to operate – the procrastination, I mean. One of 

the things I have discovered is that if I do something early, if I meet that deadline 

before it has arrived, if I write that sermon early in the week, if I try to do a series of 

Advent devotions in August, instead of waiting until each day of Advent . . . well, it 

all turns out to be a big mess. The project is a disaster, the sermon is junk, and the 

words just don’t fall into place. 

 

Maybe that’s the way it was for God. Maybe God planned for it all to happen at a 

different time, a different place, a different people. But it wasn’t until one minute 
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past the last minute that Gabriel got into gear, that someone finally said YES after 

centuries of “no thanks,” that a supernova produced a star, that wise ones figured 

out what was going on, that outsiders paid attention, that an unwitting emperor 

ordered a census, that a village was too crowded, that a feeding trough was cleaned 

out, and a Word fell into place. 

 

P is for Procrastination. 
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There is a show (I don’t even know its name) that I hear 

when the radio wakes us up on Sunday morning. It may be a 

good show, it may contain some important information, but 

the reason I turn it off as quickly as possible is that while the 

person is talking, there is a constant stream of background 

music being played. I have no idea why. To me, it is just 

another layer of noise. But, of course, we live in a culture 

with multiple layers of noise. Television ads seem geared to be louder than the 

show they interrupt. Music has to be piped (loudly) into restaurants where you go 

to have dinner and chat with friends. Phones have all sorts of pings and dings and 

bells and whistles to let you know the instant a message, a picture, an ad pops up on 

your screen. 

 

In a time when even libraries no longer ‘shush’ people, is it any wonder that quiet 

seems to have become a four-letter word? No one believes that anyone would 

intentionally seek quiet (at least for more than just those few uncomfortable 

moments when conversation hits a lull). After all, we are so much into noise, so 

much into filling every moment with some sound, so much into making sure that 

there is never a moment when silence might ambush us. 

 

Yet, quiet might just be the place where one can find healing for the brokenness of a 

relationship. Quiet might be where one can discover the answer to that problem 

that has been bugging them for days. Quiet might be the lap that cradles us when 

we are afraid and worried. Quiet might just be the home for which we have been 

longing.  

 

It doesn’t have to be an hour, or 30 minutes. Sometimes just being quiet for five 

minutes can calm your breath and allow your soul to centre itself. Sometimes being 

sitting quietly in a room after everyone else has left a fractious meeting can begin to 

cleanse the air. Sometimes lying quietly in bed (instead of checking your phone for 

last minute texts) can enable us to think back on the day and discover those 

moments of grace, those words of peace, those touches of grace we were to busy to 

notice when they happened. 

 

Quiet contemplation does not have to mean sitting and reading sacred texts; it can 

be when we are wandering through Hogwarts, Narnia, the Scottish Highlands, in 

books sitting on our laps. Quiet contemplation doesn’t just take place in retreat 

settings or peaceful sanctuaries; we can find it on front porches or back decks, on 
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sailing boats gliding across the water, on long walks with the dog in the woods. 

Quiet contemplation doesn’t mean being utterly alone, but can occur in the gentle 

pauses in conversations between soul mates. 

 

Quiet is the one gift we can always give ourselves. It is the special gift we can give to 

others. It is the gift that God shared with us in the moment when all creation fell 

still waiting to hear the first cry of a baby. 

 

Q is for Quiet. 
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There are a lot of folks who believe that what Advent is all 

about is getting ready for the return of Jesus. You know, 

when he comes diving out of the sky on a white horse, 

leading the heavenly host (probably heavily armed) to put 

an end to all the terrible things we do to others (or what 

they do to us, more than likely). They anticipate cemeteries 

erupting like volcanoes, as the chosen are carried up to 

heaven; they look for the seas to boil, the sky to fall, and all sorts of 

supercalifragilisticexpialidocious things to happen. That’s what the return is all 

about, this coming again of Jesus. Or is it? 

 

Might it be heralded not by armies with massive amounts of weapons, but the 

return of peace as the primary way to solve disputes among nations? 

 

Might we look for Jesus, not in the conquering hero vanquishing all ‘enemies,’ but in 

the neighbours who open their hearts as well as to their homes to refugees?  

 

Might Jesus return, not as the head of some political party of whatever persuasion 

(but whose policies are the best for everyone), but as a mother holding the hand of 

her child in a caravan of folks searching for safety? 

 

When Jesus comes again, might it not be as one of the angry voices which is always 

calling down judgment on everyone around them, but as a reconciler who speaks 

with civility and grace? 

 

As we gaze up in the sky looking for signs of Jesus coming, might we need to return 

our eyes to the earth, where folks are working, against all manner of opposition, to 

keep creation from crumbling around us? 

 

Instead of longing for a new Jerusalem where only the privileged, the few, the elect 

are welcomed, perhaps it is when justice returns to our cities, to our rural areas, to 

every place where the most vulnerable live and hope, where the broken yearn for 

healing, where the lost wander looking for community, where every person is loved 

and valued and accepted, that we will recognize Jesus is in our midst again. 

 

Just when we think God will (finally) return to be one of us again, we will find God 

is already one of us in the children born in poverty, in the parents working three 

jobs, in the needy who offer all they have to others, in the lonely who offer a 
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shoulder for the grieving to cry on, in the stranger who cares for us better than our 

family, in the most vulnerable who are the least judgmental, in the least privileged. 

 

R is for Return. 
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S is for Surely.  

 

I can’t remember whether it was a talk in chapel one day, or 

a sermon on a Sunday morning, when a professor from the 

seminary read from Paul’s letter to the Romans, the passage 

from the 5th chapter where Paul says, “But God proves his 

love for us in that while we still were sinners Christ died for 

us.’ I smiled to myself as I settled back to listen to what would be an exposition on 

justification, salvation, maybe even reconciliation. Then, this wise and gentle prof 

began to speak about the importance of the word ‘but.’ Imagine that. 

 

Like the music teacher who once told me that the hardest lesson for a student to 

learn is to pay attention to the pauses in the score, as much as all the notes, we 

listeners were being reminded to pay attention to the little words, those that seem 

insignificant in well-known passages, those whose only purpose is to introduce an 

important point or train of thought. Like missing the pauses in music and messing 

up the music, if we ignore the little words, we might mess up the gospel. 

 

‘Surely’ is one of those words we ignore at our peril. It is a word that seems crucial 

in our Advent journey to the birth in Bethlehem. ‘Surely,’ says Jeremiah, ‘the days 

are coming,’ and we are so wrapped up in the wheres and whens of those days, we 

miss out on what Jeremiah is saying. ‘Surely,’ Mary says, ‘folk centuries from now 

will call me blessed,’ and we get into debates about the virgin birth. “Surely God is 

my salvation,’ says Isaiah, and we get arguing about whether there is only one way 

to God.  

 

Surely is such a small word, an insignificant word, a pause we can take to catch 

breath while reading scripture. And while we catch that breath, we miss the 

confident assurance that a prophet has that the destruction of his city, his faith, his 

world has no power to thwart God’s intentions for him and the folks around him. 

When we step over this small word to try to keep us with the big theological 

question of salvation, we seem to get off the path of trust that Isaiah is pointing to 

for everyone who pays attention. When we think Mary’s virginity matters more 

than the words she shares about the great reversal God has promised, well we 

haven’t listened very well, surely. This tiny word speaks volumes of trust, of 

confidence, of faith, of assurance that God is active in our lives, in the events of the 

world, in the years that have passed, are now, and will come. 
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Surely, God’s justice for all, everywhere, will not be thwarted by all those –isms that 

we are so good at creating and following. It may be delayed but will not be 

thwarted. 

 

Surely, God’s grace is wrapped around us as gently and lovingly as those bands of 

clothes which encircled Jesus at his birth. 

 

Surely, God’s love will outlast all hate, will mend all brokenness, will gather up the 

lonely and forgotten and bring them home, and will dispel evil as it moves towards 

those days that are coming. 

 

Surely, God’s breath is as close to us as a baby cradled in our arms, a lover sleeping 

next to us at night, in the silly jokes of kids, in the songs of angels, in the fading 

voices of our elders telling us not to give up. 

 

Surely, God’s presence is always with us, as we pace hospital corridors and sit by 

hospice beds, as we drive to pick up a child in college and stand with them in their 

fears, as we stand by gravesides and when we come to the end of our time on this 

side of life. 

 

Surely. 
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From my perspective, there are two sorts of folks at 

Christmas. There are those who have at least one tradition 

(usually more) that must be adhered to every time the season 

rolls around. Then there are those who have absolutely no 

tradition to honour, and seemingly could care less. But, of 

course, it is the Traditionalists whose stories are told. 

 

I remember listening to someone who, when they were young, lived in a family 

whose tradition was to have a big dinner on Christmas Eve. I’m talking a five or six 

course dinner. I would imagine the dinner was more for the adults around the table, 

but to make it palatable for the kids, each child could open one present after each 

course! It was a tradition that meant something after all those years, and was still 

observed when possible.  

 

In many families, there is a tradition of the family gathering, either on Christmas 

Eve or Christmas Day, and reading the familiar story of Jesus’ birth from the second 

chapter of Luke’s gospel. Sometimes, it’s the oldest member in the extended family 

reading it, sometimes it is the young people and kids doing it like a reader’s theatre. 

But there is something special about hearing that beloved story each and every 

year. 

 

I wonder why we don’t read the story of the birth of John the Baptist every year in 

our families. Oh, I know that John the B gets a bad rap for his (shall we say) negative 

attitude, and there aren’t many Christmas cards, carols, or cute children’s books 

about him. But something special happens when he is born and his father, 

Zechariah, bursts out into the song we know as the Benedictus. It’s a song about 

what God is about to do, in finally bringing a Messiah onto the scene. And the role 

that John is going to play in being the messenger who announces the arrival of this 

One for whom generations have longed. And right at the very end of the song, 

Zechariah says that John is called “to guide our feet into the way of peace.” 

 

Peace is one of those scarlet threads that is woven throughout Luke’s gospel. It first 

appears here, is echoed by the heavenly host who sing of peace on earth when Jesus 

is born, and is at the every end of the gospel when the resurrected Jesus greets his 

friends with, “Peace be to you.” In fact, some sort of reference to peace appears 14 

times in the gospel. One could almost say it is a tradition for Luke. 

 

But it isn’t very often for us, is it? Peace seems to be the last choice when it comes to 
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conflicts between nations. It is rarely an option when families are in a spiral of 

dysfunction, or when two people are embroiled in a bitter dispute as a relationship 

comes to an end. Peace is hardly ever found gift-wrapped or offered to that friend 

we haven’t spoken to in years, because of that argument over that important 

principle that we forgot so long ago. 

 

Yet, peace could become a tradition. Perhaps if we read the Benedictus as faithfully 

as we do the birth story, we would notice that verse more often. Perhaps if we 

chose to sweep our bitter words and angry resentments off the way of peace, we 

could find it more often. Perhaps if we found that path once again, we could help 

guide others along the way. Perhaps if we chose peace as often as we chose 

recrimination and grudges and enmity, we could sit down to a five course dinner 

with those with whom we have been estranged. 

 

I was talking with someone the other day who decided to begin a new tradition this 

year. Knowing that her family and friends truly had everything they needed, or 

could purchase the same if needed, she decided to take the amount she would have 

spent on such gifts and bought non-perishables, personal items, paper products 

and other items for the local food pantry. She also gave her pastor grocery and fuel 

vouchers to give to those in need. She hopes to start something that will become a 

tradition for herself, her family, and those with whom she shares her story. 

 

Traditions from our childhoods, those passed down from generation to generation, 

those shared moments have great value for so many. But maybe, just maybe new 

traditions can begin. Maybe, just maybe, the way of peace is one such tradition we 

need to begin, or at least reclaim. 

 

T is for Tradition. 
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But what is most amazing about the Magnificat is that it is . . . 

unfinished.* 

 

Like many songs, we have heard it so often and think we 

know it so well, that it has all been said and sung before. Oh, 

some individuals or bands might use it as a cover song, but 

really, what more can be said? 

 

A lot. 

 

Because as long as we continue to listen to those who are so full of hubris they 

could almost explode, and ignore the words of those who live such humble lives 

they are never considered worth listening to, the song is unfinished. 

 

As long as we keep treating the athletes who earn obscene sums from what are 

essentially games, the entertainers who can charge whatever they want to play the 

same songs over and over, the movie stars who can command millions of dollars for 

six months’ work, the politicians whose words belie the lives they lead, as 

demigods, the song is unfinished. 

 

As long as we continue to step over the forgotten on our way to grab another 

overpriced coffee, walk past those sleeping in doorways, ignore the lives of those in 

prison, think the hungry should be grateful for the dented cans and just-slightly-

past-the-use-before-date food we are willing to palm off to the shelters and soup 

kitchens, the song is unfinished. 

 

As long as we think the Magnificat is a seasonal chestnut, to be put back in the piano 

bench, and never thought about the other 11 months of the year, the song is 

unfinished. 

 

As long as we think the words have nothing to do with us, the lives we are supposed 

to lead, and the people we are supposed to become, the song is unfinished. 

 

And so are we. 

 

U is for Unfinished. 

 

* See page 26  
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The story begins with a visit. A young girl is going about her 

day when suddenly a visitor, an angel, a messenger 

interrupts whatever she is doing to tell her that her world is 

about to be turned upside down. She has been called by God 

to bear a child who will turn the entire world upside down. 

And then the visitor is gone, and Mary has to try to figure out 

how she is going to get on with the rest of her life. 

  

And we think to ourselves, ‘glad it was her, and not me,’ as we go about getting on 

with the rest of our lives. Either that, or we have the attitude that those are nice 

tales used in the Bible to make some sort of point, or transition in the story. After 

all, no angel from God has ever popped up next to us. No messenger has ever 

spoken to us from the shadows in the middle of the night. No visitors come to us 

claiming to be the spokesperson of God. And yet . . .  

 

In one of the churches I served, I had a Gabriel – though she went by a different 

name. She was a dear, sweet, quiet lady from Ireland who was very faithful in her 

service to the church, faithful in her attendance every Sunday. One day, at the 

bottom of the stairs coming out of the sanctuary, she took my hand and said, “I’ve 

been thinking about so-and-so.” That’s nice, I thought, and turned to the next 

person. About ten days or so later, I was leaving and saw her working in the lovely 

garden of the church and, as we chatted, she looked at me and said, “I’ve had so-and

-so on my mind.” Again, I nodded politely and got into my van and left. Then, a few 

days later, she stopped me in the local shop and said (rather emphatically), “you 

need to go see so-and-so” (the same name all three times). 

 

That’s when the penny dropped. It wasn’t Mai telling me, it was God. 

  

From that time on, I paid careful attention to her nudges, her intuitions, her 

comments about people, situations, coming events. She seemed to inhabit that thin 

space between us and God in ways that were just hard to explain. It wasn’t that so-

and-so had talked with her, and that she had heard rumours about people, or that 

folks were complaining to her about things/people in the church. It was the 

connection of her heart and soul with God that gave her these feelings. And she 

knew it was her calling to pass them on to me. I came to trust her heart, her soul, 

her eyes, her voice. In fact, I would probably never have thought of going to Iona, or 

ever have made the journey, if she hadn’t said to me one day, “You need to visit 

Iona,” and kept reminding me of this for some years. 
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We all have Gabriels, Mais, in our lives. We all have visitors, messengers, angels 

who give us nudges, shoves, words, whispers that are used to plant life within us. 

 

Gabriel is the little boy who comes up to us in a library one day, and asks us to help 

him sound out a word, and the gift of mentoring is placed in us. 

 

Mai is the young woman in the apartment building who says hello each day as she 

passes with her dog, until that moment she mentions she has no grandparents 

around and wondered if it would be all right to knock on the door and talk. And the 

gift of friendship is planted in us. 

 

An angel is the stranger who sees us struggling to change a tyre by the side of a 

busy road, stops and gets out, does it quickly and efficiently, and waves off our 

thanks (as well as our money) with the reminder that we’ll see someone by the side 

of some road someday. And generosity leaps in our hearts. 

 

A messenger is a teacher who notices what a challenge numbers offer to us, and 

rather than just handing back to us the tests with the low scores on them, speaks to 

us after class, encouraging us to simply pay more attention to what the problems 

are until we can puzzle out the solutions. And confidence begins to blossom within 

us. 

 

A visitor is the person we sit next to on a plane, as we return from a job interview 

that completely fell apart. As they quietly listen to our frustration and sense of 

failure, as they ask gentle questions and learn more about our lives, our skills, our 

worries, our breathing begins to slow, our disappointment begins to fade, and our 

hearts begin to heal. And, as we leave the plane, and the person simply says, “Now 

that I know a little bit about you and your gifts, I have no doubt you can nail the 

next interview,” hope is born in us again. 

 

V is for Visit. 
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When I was much younger, I was disillusioned with 

“institutional religion.” It seemed clear (to me) that 

Christianity had become seduced by the culture around it, 

and most Christians didn’t seem to live up to the words they 

said in church on Sunday (of course, neither did I). That’s 

when I heard someone at some folk mass or worship service 

with guitars talking about The Way, and that we are called to 

be followers of The Way. I’ve been around long enough to be slightly amused, but 

not that critical, when someone seems to discover The Way about every ten years 

or so, and it once again seems to be in vogue.  

 

It sounds simple, doesn’t it? To be a follower of the Way is to seek to answer the 

call of Jesus to follow him. To follow the Way is to undam the waters of justice and 

let them flow freely; to hate evil and love good; to work for justice, to love others 

compassionately, to walk with God in humility; to love others as much as we love 

God and ourselves; to treat others as we would like to be treated. In other words, 

we are to fill in all those potholes caused by fear, to stop putting bumps in the path 

of the needy; to level out all the obstacles that the weak cannot climb; to make it as 

easy as possible for as many as possible to find the most possible path to God.  

 

So, why is it we seem to spend so much time with large construction projects, to 

make it as difficult as we can for others to find a smooth way to follow? I’m not 

talking about those evangelicals or fundamentalists who believe in a God who 

never changes, in a Bible that is to be taken so literally that one cannot see the good 

in anyone who uncrosses a T or undots an I in their lives. I’m not talking about 

those liberals or progressives who act as if God would never welcome someone 

who carries a weapon in their profession, or they could ever learn something about 

faithful living from a “conservative.” I am talking about us, about you, especially 

about me.  

 

Because:  

    when we refuse to speak compassion to those who words seem to drip with 

bitterness; 

    when we find it hard to comfort those who brokenness we believe is caused by 

the poor choices they make; 

    when we think that there are those who should pay double for all the problems 

they have caused to those around them; 

   when we make mountains out of someone’s tiny mistakes; 
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    when we treat those we can’t stand far rougher than they have ever treated us; 

    when we promote rugged individualism over creating a community where 

everyone is not only welcomed but affirmed; 

    when we think our tribe, our church, our theological drift, our faith is the only 

path that a follower of the Way can take; 

    ...well then, we have lost our way, haven’t we? 

 

 W is for Way. 
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When I was thinking about this series, I asked folks what they 

thought “X” would stand for in an alphabet for Advent. One 

person suggested Xylolater; another Xoanon. I thought of 

xenophobe, while another mentioned xylophone. Several 

people simply said, “explain Xmas.” That’s easy. Xmas is part of 

that culture war effort by those politically correct, pointy-

eared liberals (as well as world Jewry and pagans) who want 

to take Christ out of Christmas. It started about the same time as soda in a can, 

colour televisions, and rock and roll began to warp the minds of teenagers. It was 

even claimed that the United Nations had ‘outlawed’ the name of Christ! 

 

If only. The truth is, the first use of the word Xmas dates back several hundreds of 

years, including being used in letter by writers like Byron and Carroll, as well as 

appearing in dictionaries listing acceptable abbreviations. And it traces even 

further than that. In the Greek, the word Christ begins with the letter X, and so even 

1,000 years or so ago, “X” was used to abbreviate Christ, some times adding the 

letters ‘p’ (the Greek letter rho, the second letter in the Greek word for Christ; or ‘t’ 

for ‘tau’, the Greek letter appearing at the end of the Greek word). 

 

So, while in our time it seems to be mainly used for advertising and commercial 

purposes, Xmas has been, for centuries, an acceptable abbreviation for Christmas. 

Many times, when I am writing fast, I will simply use X for Christ, Xtianity, and 

Xtians. In other words, it is simply a shorthand device for writing something that is 

so commonplace. Especially since, when typing, there are more times than not 

when I “accidentally’ forget to add the t after typing Chris! 

 

Of course, Christmas can’t be reduced to shorthand, can it? 

 

After all, grace is such a gift which can transform the life of those who offer it and 

those who receive it, and change a relationship for the better, that we dare not try 

to reduce it to some sort of abbreviated form. 

 

Peace is so costly in terms of people being willing to let go of centuries-old 

animosities, of grudges which have been passed like precious heirlooms to 

succeeding generations, of enemies sitting down face to face and struggling to see 

the person across the table as a sister or brother, that we cannot let it just become a 

political slogan or a word tagged on walls. 
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Hope is so convenient to write on a get-well card, or in a text, or as a hurried call as 

we leave a hospital room, but it can be the first brick in rebuilding a life, the first 

step on the road to recovery, the first glimmer of light in the shadows of fear, that 

we should not let it become a throw-away word. 

 

The wonder of Christmas that is reflected in the eyes of children looking at the stars 

on a winter night; the joy of Christmas that is heard in the laughter of a baby as it is 

cradled by one relative after another at its first Christmas; the justice of Christmas 

which is sought as people choose to feed the hungry, to find shelter for the 

homeless, and to confront the powerful; the silence of Christmas which envelops us 

and calms us after the constant din of commercials and over-played carols; the love 

of Christmas which is shared by neighbours on opposite sides of politics as they 

sing to the housebound on their street – none of Christmas can be reduced to a 

simple shorthand, an emoji, a tweet, but must be lived out in the fullness of our 

lives. 

 

X is for Xmas. 
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Like any little kid, I would wait until my folks were distracted 

and my siblings were nowhere around to begin my annual 

search for where the Christmas presents were hidden that 

year. But gosh, my parents were good. I went away most 

Christmases convinced that there was some invisible 

cupboard or deep basement I could not access.  

 

Like any little kid, I would get excited about Santa Claus. The songs were all 

memorised, the letter was written and posted, the list was constantly changing, and 

I made sure to check in with every department store Santa I could find in town.  

 

Like any little kid, I would have trouble settling down for sleep on Christmas Eve. 

Once I became old enough to attend the late night Christmas Eve service at church, 

it became easier to drift off, but until then, I would delay brushing my teeth and 

getting into pyjamas, I would read with a torch under the covers, I would toss and 

fidget before falling asleep, and then wake up 60-90 minutes later, and repeat the 

cycle.  

 

The days leading up to Christmas, especially the night before, were filled with 

constant yearning.  

 

And today?  

 

I wonder if folks are able to get as excited about justice as we once did about what 

was under the tree?  

 

I wonder if we’re willing to search the shadows of the world and find those gifts 

God has placed in the lonely, the hungry, the homeless, the forgotten?  

 

I wonder how many folks lie awake dreaming of rebuilding neighbourhoods or 

have trouble falling asleep worried about those who work two jobs, who struggle to 

pay for medication for their children.  

 

I wonder if we are able to yearn for the hopes, the dreams, the lives of those around 

us, especially the stranger, as we once did for ourselves so long ago? 

 

Y is for Yearning. 
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Just about every preacher I know says that the hardest one 

Sunday to preach on is Easter. I understand that 

sentiment.  But for me, it is Christmas Eve. How many new 

ways can one come up with to tell the story of the birth of 

sweet baby Jesus born in the night, and placed in a manger, 

with only animals for friends?    

 

So, one year, desperate to come up with something new for a family service (you 

can’t get too deep in theology if there are a bunch of squirming kids waiting to rush 

home to see how many presents are under the tree), I decided to add a twist. Using 

a Lessons and Carols liturgy, I invited families to bring a beloved figurine from their 

home creche/nativity sets, which they could come up and place on the Table after 

the portion of that story the figurine represented was read. Of course, I made sure 

to have some extras on hand for families who forgot, didn’t have nativities at home, 

or were guests.  

   

It was a marvellous time. It was fun to sit there and watch folks, usually children or 

grandchildren, bring the figurine up and place it with the other cast of characters in 

the story. At the end of the service, before folks came and picked up their nativity 

piece, I noticed the usual shepherds, but also a tiny ballerina, and one 

Batman action figure. There were the wise men, as well as a grandmother from 

someone’s dollhouse. There were the expected sheep, cattle and camels, but also a 

dog, a cat, a lizard, a mouse, an alligator -  and stuck way in the back, looking at 

baby Jesus, was a dinosaur. The next year, we repeated the service and this time 

Eeyore, a unicorn, and Harry Potter, Hermione, and Hagrid showed up. Someone 

remarked that what was once a neat, orderly scene was now more like a chaotic 

zoo! 

  

And as I looked at all those different figures that turned up, it struck me that this 

really was what the birth of Jesus, the coming of God to be with us, is all about. Oh, 

traditionalists might be (and were) offended by some of the folk and animals who 

showed up at the stable, but isn’t the incarnation really about the promise of a new 

creation? Isn’t it a reminder that the God who created everything, including cows, 

sheep, camels, dinosaurs, but also our imaginations which visualize fantastic 

creatures and gloomy donkeys, is still creating in our hearts, souls, and minds? Isn’t 

what happened 2000 years ago the recognition that what God is going to 

accomplish through this one simple birth is going to transform the rich, complex 

universes around us?  
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Maybe we should start expanding the creche sets in our homes and churches to 

include the marvellous variety of all that has flowed out of God’s beautiful and deep 

imagination, to remind us that all creation, from everywhere and from every time, 

rejoiced and continues to rejoice in God’s grace and wonder that was born that 

night.  

  

Z is for Zoo. 
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